
MEGA BOOST (CONSULTING) PROPOSAL FOR SERVICES  

   

   

OVERVIEW   

   

Mega Boost Consulting is pleased to submit this proposal for services to support Mega Boost 

Consulting in achieving its goals for improving customer satisfaction by providing training 

and post-sales support for its new order entry and fulfillment system. We have partnered 

with dozens of small businesses throughout the Northeast— businesses committed to 

improving the customer experience through convenience, accuracy of orders, and timely 

delivery.   

  

The Objective:  Help Clients  

   

• Need #1: Personal Credit Building /Repair, Get Aged Corporation (LLC, S-Corp, C-

Corporation & Trust) (if needed) 

• Need #2: Add Business Trade lines to Corporation (If needed) 

• Need #3: Submit Corporation for Funding with hiring of a strong (Financial Manager)   

  

The Opportunity:  Funding 

   

• Goal #1: Get Client a good Corporation they can use to obtain Business Corp Credit    Goal 

#2: Add Business Primary Trade lines to the Aged Corporation    

• Goal #3: Getting multiple funding I.E. Credit Cards, Lines of Credit, Loans, Financial & 

Non – Financial Accounts   

   

OUR PROPOSAL:   

Mega Boost Consulting has a well-deserved reputation for quality customer service. 

However, faced with changes in distribution systems, economic impacts to transportation 

and logistics, and limitations that prevent taking full advantage of improvements in 

technology Mega Boost Consulting faces the possibility of decreasing sales revenues due 

customer perceptions of slow delivery and services.   

  

We have developed solutions to help businesses stay ahead of customer satisfaction trends 

and propose that Mega Boost Consulting implement a logistics solution focused on MCB 

LLC order management and automation of many manual steps in your delivery process. Our 

solution easily integrates with a wide range of off-the-shelf CRM solutions and can enable 

Mega Boost Consulting to fully realize the benefits of improved productivity throughout the 

entire sales cycle.   

  

  

Most importantly, we provide the training and support for this new solution that ensures 

your staff can ramp up quickly and realize concrete improvements in sales closure, customer 

satisfaction, and sales metrics.   



Execution Strategy Our execution strategy incorporates proven methodologies, extremely 

qualified personnel, and a highly responsive approach to managing deliverables. Following is 

a description of our project methods, including how the project will be developed, a proposed 

timeline of events, and reasons for why we suggest developing the project as described.  

Resources Crystal Lake Holding has qualified resources that we use to ensure our client’s get 

the Aged Corporation, business primary trade lines to show up on the corporation and the 

funding sources in order for our clients to receive funding for their Corporation.   Timeline 

for Execution   

   

Description Start Date End Date Duration   

Purchase of Aged Corporation      

Adding Business Trade lines to Corporation      

If needed adding a (FM) Financial Manager      

Submit to multiple Lenders      

  

EXPECTED RESULTS   

We expect our proposed solution to Mega Boost Consulting requirements to provide the 

following results: Financial Benefits   

 

• Result #1: Full Documents for Corporation needed to submit for funding  

• Result #2: Aged Business Trade Lines used to help towards funding  

• Result #3: Funding of the highest capacity for that particular Corporation   

  

PRICING   

The following table details the pricing for delivery of the services outlined in this proposal. 

This pricing is valid for ## days from the date of this proposal:   

  

Services Cost Category #1 Price   

 

Consultant Retainer Fee: $3,000.00 – $5,000.00 (Coaching & Resources) 

  

Self-Aged Corporation 2+ years Cost: $4,995 – $9,995.00   

    

Total Services Category #1 Costs Pending on situation and client (varies)  

   

 Disclaimer: The prices listed in the preceding table are an estimate for the services 

discussed. This summary is not a warranty of final price. Estimates are subject to change if 

project specifications are changed or costs for outsourced services change before a contract is 

executed.   

  

CONCLUSION   

 Mega Boost Consulting Looks forward to working with you and supporting you on your 

journey to financial success. We hope you enjoy the journey and look forward to any future 

services we can provide for you.   

  



Thank you for your consideration,   

 

Name Mr. Hammond 

  

SIGNATURE:                                                                         DATE:  

 

X_________________________                                            X_____________________________   

 

 

Notary 

 

X_________________                                   x_____________________ 


